You Stepped Out of a Dream
Sonny Clark solo with Dexter Gordon
SONNY CLARK SOLO WITH DEXTER GORDON
ON "A Swingin' Affair", 1962

ii-V lick 01 (beat 3)

ii-V lick 02

minor ii-V lick 01 (D7b13 based)

good quick change pattern (vm-viim7b5 based)

ii-V lick 03

Great 2-bar dominant cycle cell

Alt. dom. exit

Great C alt dom lick

Dm7b5 arp.

TT sub Dbm7 arpeggio
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You Stepped Out of a Dream - Sonny Clark

sharp Vm - Vm triads

ii-V lick 03

ii-V lick 02

ii-V lick 01 (beat 1)

Alt. dom. to C triad!

Broken Ab triad

Great transition to CMAR (C alt dom)

minor ii-V lick 02 (Cm based)
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